JAUNT COFFEE ROASTERS SELECTED AS SMALL BUSINESS OF THE WEEK

Each week Councilmember Cate to select a small business located in District 6 to be honored as Small Business of the Week

San Diego, CA: Today Councilmember Chris Cate announced Jaunt Coffee Roasters to be Small Business of the Week. Small businesses located within District 6 are eligible to receive a Certificate of Recognition each week of 2022.

“One of Mira Mesa’s tucked away treasures is Jaunt Coffee Roasters, a space where the beans are roasted on site and locals can enjoy their coffee with a fresh empanada,” said Councilmember Chris Cate. “While only a few years old, Jaunt Coffee Roasters has made a lasting impression. In the middle of the pandemic, they launched the ‘Pay with a Post It’ program, in which people can pre-pay for a beverage a future customer may enjoy. Offering a relaxing sense of community amidst the overall industrial setting, Jaunt Coffee Roasters is well worth the visit. Congratulations to the folks at Jaunt Coffee Roasters for being selected as Small Business of the Week.”

Located in the Miralani Makers’ District between Miramar and Mira Mesa, Jaunt Coffee Roasters was established in 2018. Owner Jimmy Silva spent years studying coffee production, even working on a coffee farm in Peru, before deciding to source and roast his own coffee. One of the few coffee shops in San Diego to roast its beans on site, Jaunt Coffee Roasters is also known for offering fresh empanadas, malasadas, breakfast burritos, and more with the creative menu changing regularly. As a coffee roastery and shop, Jaunt Coffee Roasters lives up to its overarching goal of making specialty coffee approachable to everyone.